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Instructions for Replacing

920E3HMH-TRANS
rev 2.0

Element Housing Magnetic Transformer

CAUTION - RISK OF FIRE
The transformer should be replaced
only by a qualified electrician. Before
replacing, read all instructions and
TURN OFF POWER TO THE FIXTURE.
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Turn off power to the housing.

Remove the trim.

Release the rotation lock and rotate the housing so the

opening faces the access door.The rotation lock will be on

the opposite side of the access door.
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NOTE: The access door will not fit through the

fixture opening. Set it aside within the fixture

during this repair.

Remove the three thumb nuts on the access door.
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ROTATION
LOCK
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Squeeze the tabs to release the lamp housing and push

the housing back.

Pull the handle on the access door and remove the door.
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SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS!

Remove the large wing nut inside the electrical box.This

wing nut holds the transformer in place.
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Pull the transformer out of the housing. Do not disconnect

any wires at this time.The wires have enough slack to pull

the transformer completely out without disconnecting.
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Pull the transformer wires out until the terminals are

accessible.

Disconnect the original transformer at the terminals and

connect the new transformer, matching the wires by color.

If the connectors don’t fit together properly, clip off the

connectors and attach the wires by using wire nuts.

Feed the wires back into the electrical box and put the new

transformer in place.

Tighten the large wing nut on the transformer.
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Place the access door onto the studs.

Install and tighten all 3 thumb nuts on the access doors.

Pull the lamp housing back into place, rotate it to the

desired position, and set the rotation lock.

Reinstall the trim.
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